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Taxonomic and nomenclatural problems of some species of Diphasiastrum HOLUB are 
discussed. A special attention is pa.id to the interspecies D. / X / issleri and D. / x / zei
leri. Original plants of D. / x / issleri correspond to the combination D. alpinum - D. 
complanatum. Plants corresponding to the combination D. alpinum - D. tristachyum 
have been collected in the ~umava Mts. Some taxa described from the subarctic regions 
of Europe and North America are shown to belong most probably to the neglected 
interspecies D. / x / zeileri. 

Botanical I nstitute, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 25~ 43 Prithonice, Czecho.,lovakia. 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a second part of my study of the new genus Diphasiastrum (HOLUB 
1975), which could not be published in this journal in its entirety. Notes on 
taxonomy and nomenclature are selected from materials gathered originally 
for my "Catalogue of Czechoslovak vascular plants". With regard to the 
character of that work the present observations summarize the results of my 
own studies and suggests problems to be studied in the future. 

OBSERVATIONS 

f!.iphasiastrum alpinum (L.) HOLUB 
Two varieties have been described in this species (both under the name Lycopodium alpi

nttm L.): var. thellungii HERTER from Switzerland and var. planiramulosum TAKEDA from Japan. 
Both these taxa, especially the first one, require a taxonomic revision; the possibility cannot 
be exclu<led that they are conspecific with D. / x / issleri. vVILCE (1965) considers var. plani
ramulosum to be a hybrid D. alpinum X D. sitchense, 0HWI (1965) referred it, with some hesita
tion, to D. nikoense and ToYOKUNI (1972) included it again in D. alpinum. 

Diphasiastrurn complanatum (L.) HOLUB 

In a material from N. Fennoscandia, Ku:KKONEN (1967, 1970) detected 
a new infraspecific taxon (encompassing, in his circumscription D. tristachyum 
and therefore also D./ x/ zeileri ). He described it (invalidly) as var. montellii 
in 1967 but reclassified it (validly) as a subspecies in 1970. The subspeci.fic 
rank was proposed (as in D. tristachyurn) with regard to the occurrence of 
transitional situations. The taxonomic position of subsp. montellii is not yet 
entirely clear. It cannot be included in D. comptanatum s.s. because of its 
ventral leaves. In the Kola P eninsula Soviet authors (and perhaps WILCE 
as well ) may have misidentified subsp. montellii as D. tristachyum (cf. Fl. 
Murmansk. Ohl. 1, 1953). The relationships of this taxon to D./ x/ zeiteri 
remain unexplained; the present author maintains that "montellii" is a sub
arctic race of D. / x/ zeileri. KuKKONEN (1967) himself presumes its hybrido
geneous origin from the both subspecies (that is, D. complanatum and D. tri
stachyum in our classification scheme); this is supported by some distinguish-
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ing characters. KALIO et al. (1969) united this race with Diphasium compla 
natum (L.) RoTHM. var. polystachyum (LINDB.) KwcKONEN which clearly 
belongs to D./ x/ zeileri. The relationships of "montellii" to Lycopodium, 
complanatum L. var. canadense M. VICT. 1925, var. pseudo-alpinum sensu 
M. VrcT. 1925 and L. tristachyum PuRSH var. boreale M. VrcT. 1932 require 
further study. The descriptions of these three taxa suggest very close rela
tionships to the race "montellii" and may well represent only various morpho
types of it. 

Of the other European taxa Lycopodium complanatum L. subsp. monilifo1'me LINDM., H ed
wigia 47 : 131, 1908, belongs wit.h certainty to the species under discussion but differs by the 
suborbicular shape of lateral leaves. The taxon needs a futher investigation. Its geographical 
distribution is virtually unknown . HuL'.rEN (1971) m entioned also Lycopodium complanatum var. 
dilatatum NAKAI, described from Korea, to which also plants from Japan may be1ong. Further 
taxonomic investigation is necessary. 

Following proposals by HOLUB (1960a), WILCE (1961) and RoTHMALER 
(1962), the specific epithet ','complanatum" has been most recently accepted 
in the sense of its established use disregarding its original confused character. 
WILCE (1961, 1965) designated the Linnaean diagnostic phrase as the type 
of the specific name Lycopodium complanatum L. 1753. Thus the epithet 
"complanatum" was maintained for the nomenclature of the species dis
cussed. KuKKONEN (1967) suggested that LINNAEUS ' specimens from Sweden 
or Lappland might be found in his herbarium material preserved in Paris. 
Especially Lapponian plants may well belong to the northern race of D. / x/ 
zeileri. The present author considers WILCE's typification of L. complana
tum L. 1753 (in the sense of L. anceps WALLR. 1840) to be correct and practi
cally most useful. RAUSCHERT (1967) tried to typify Lycopodium complana
tum L. 1753 by the phrase "Lycopodium digitatum foliis Arboris Vitae, spicis 
bigemellis teretibus DILL., Hist. Muse., 448, tab. 59". His proposal should not be 
accepted because this pre-Linnaean name refers to D. digitatum (A. BR.) 
HOLUB = Lycopodium flabelliforme (FERN .) BLANCHARD. This species does 
not correspond to the phrase of L. complanatum L. 1753 which, in my opinion, 
is the most important part of its protologue. 

A list of synonyms of D. complanatum follows, including specific names 
only. 

Nomen: Diphasiastrum complanatum (L. restr. WILCE) HoLUB, Presiia, Praha, 47: 108, 1975. 

Syn.: Lycopodium complanatum L. Spee. Plant. 2: 1104, 1753, restr. WILCE, Nova Hedwigia, 
Weinheim, 3: 97, 1961. - Lycopodium anceps WALLR., Linnaea, Halle, 14 : 676, 1840, non 
L. anceps PRESL 1830. - Diphas1:um anceps [WALLR.] A. et D . LOVE, Nucleus, Calcutta, 1 : 7, 
1958, nomen illegitimum, incl. Lycopodiumflabelliforme (FERN.) BLANCHARD 1911. - Diphasium 
wallrothii H . P . FucHs, Acta Bot. Hungar., Budapest, 9 : 13, 1963. 

Diphasiastrum digitatum (A. BR.) HOLUB 

This is another characteristic species which has been ignored for a long 
time. It was described as early as by DILLENIUS 1741 but owing to its inclu
sion in Lycopodium complanatum by LINNAEUS it dis11ppeared from taxo
nomic classification schemes for 150 years. The· only other name recorded 
hitherto is L . flab ell,iforme (FERN.) BLANCHARD 1911, based on a variety 
described by FERNALD in 1903. However, A. BRAUN, renowned for his acute 
taxonomic observations, wrote in 1848 (Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts 50 : 681, 
1848): " L. complanatum of the North American authors belongs mostly to 
L. digitatum (DILLEN.) A. BRAUN". M. VICTORIN (1925 : 60) did not consider 
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this name to have been validly published, because BRAUN provided neither 
description nor precise quotation. Under the provisions of the present Code 
(STAFLEU et al. 1972) the (indirect) reference to DrLLENIUS is sufficient for 
valid publication of that name. The only DrLLENIUS' work on club-mosses . 
is his "Historia Muscorum" in which L. flabelliforme is given a. polynomial 
phrase, beginning with the words "Lycopodium digitatum". There is also 
a description and a beautiful plate which might be taken as the type of the 
species, should no original plants exist. The name used by A. BRAUN is here 
considered to have been validly published by an indirect reference (abbre
viation of the author's name) to an earlier description. A new nomenclatural 
combination has therefore been proposed by the present author (HOLUB 1975). 

Diphasiastrum / x / issleri (RouY) HOLUB 
The taxonomy and nomenclature of this taxon have been subject to many 

discussions. Important data have been summarized by LAWALREE (1957); 
for a discussion concerning the correct specific name in Lycopodium see 
HOLUB (1964). Following LAWALREE's study, D. issleri has been generally 
accepted as a species and its inclusion in D. alpinum (for instance by RouY, 
CHASSAGNE and KORNAS) or in D. complanatum (for instance by DOMIN and 
DOSTAL) is considered unjustifiable. The specific status has been adopted 
by RAUSCHERT (1959, 1967), HOLUB (1960b), ROTHMALER (1962, 1963) 
WRABER (1962a, b), FuTAK (1963, 1967), DAMBOLDT (1963), PACYNA (1972) 
and KUBAT (1974). 

DOMIN's classification of D. / x/ issleri (as belonging to D. complanatum) 
was motivated by an overestimation of the shape of stegophylls. The form of 
stegophylls (important for basic species!) varies greatly in D./ x/ issleri and 
can even match that of D. alpinum; this was correctly pointed out by KoRNAS 
( 1957), WRABER (1962a, b) etc. A plant of D. / x / issleri with stegophylls of 
the ,,alpinum" type was described by DOMIN (1938) as a new taxon Lyco
podium alpinum subsp. kablilcianum. WRABER ( l 962a, b) considered this 
taxon to be a " complanatoid" type of D. issleri and treated it as a subspecies. 
He supposed the type subspecies to bela "tristachyoid" type of D . / x/ issleri. 
Thus, for the first time, the fact was formally expressed that D./ x/ issleri em
braces plants of two different types, showing morphological and possibly 
genetical relationships to D. alpinum on one hand and to D. cornplanatum 
or to D. tristachyum on the other hand. This problem is rendered difficult by 
the fact that D. / x / zeileri cannot entirely be excluded from the presumed 
parentage of plants determined as D. / x/ issleri. 

ISSLER (1909, 1910) designated his plant as D. complanatum subsp." anceps. In his first work 
of 1909 it is sai<l to differ from D. alpinurn by the green colour, flattened and broad branchlets 
and small ventral leaves. The relationships of this plant to D. complanatum s . s. have been re
peatedly emphasized in ISSLER's papers. When considering the parentage of the original plants 
of D./ x / issleri on the basis of ISRLER's characters, it is evident that of the couple D. compla
natum and D . tristachyum only the former species may be taken into account. This is also cor
roborated by I ssLER's original material from the type locality which was sent to DOMIN by 
ISSLER himself. 

DOMIN (1938) considered IssLER's original plant to be a "complanatoid" type and named it 
var. vittiforme DOMIN. This superfluous name covers also other "complanatoid" plants of D./ x / 
issleri from Czechoslovakia. DoMIN's Lycopodium issleri also included plants evincing morpho
logical relationships to D. tristachyum; these were referred to var. subquadrangulum DOMIN. 
B ecause DoMrn's opinion concerning the status of the original plants of D./ x / issleri was clearly 
presented in the Czech section of his paper only, he was sometimes considered (see e.g. DAMBOLDT 
1962, PACYNA 1972) to be a partisan of th e"tristachyoid" origin of D./ x / issleri. 
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A professed advocate of the latter concept is the monographer WILCE 
(1965). Based on the width of sterile branchlets and the ratio of the total 
length of lateral leaves to the length of their free part, she found by extra
polation that the values for the unknown parent are close to those of D. trista
chyum rather than to those of D. complanatum. (The second character used 
does not seem to be appropriate in this case regarding both its variation type 
and a small number of measurements in D. / x/ issleri by WILCE). She 
supports her opinion by the fact, that the distribution area of 
D. / x / issleri matches those of D. alpinum and D. tristachyum, and that 
D. tristachyum participated also in the origin of other hybrid combinations. 
(The latter two reasons are not conclusive, however, because the same may 
be said of D. complanatum). In her list of materials studied, WILCE also 
mentioned materials from the type locality of D. / x / issleri but did not pay 
any special attention to them. Obviously, WILCE was unaware of the plants 
of the combination D. alpinum - D. complanatum; because, in her opinion, 
these two species are sympatric, she presumes the existence of an internal 
isolating mechanism preventing the origin of hybrids between these two 
species. 

The quantitative representation of characters of D. complanatum, D. tristachyum and D . / X / zei
leri in the characteristics of D./ x / issleri has been studied by PACYNA (1972) who found that out 
of 24 characters studied 13 were common with D. tristachyum, 12 with D . complanatum, and 
11 with D./ x / zeileri; she therefore considers D. / x / issle1i to be closer to D. tristachyum than 
to other two species compared. She unfortunately failed to indicate explicitly the common 
characters of various species; the difference in the numbers of common characters are small and 
a degree of taxonomic unequivalence of the characters studied has to be taken into account. In 
the summary of h er paper the author is, however, more reserved when the second parent of the 
Polish material of D. / x / issleri is considered. 

The study of Czechoslovak material of D. / x / issleri revealed the presence 
of plants corresponding to the formula D. alpinum - D. complanatum in this 
country ; these plants are identical with the autenthic material of D./ x/ iss
leri. DoMIN ( 1938) reports six specimens of D. / x / issleri related to D. compla
natum and eight specimens related (according to him) to D. tristachyum (in 
the latter case relationships to D./ x/ zeileri cannot be excluded!). As DOMIN 
classified D. complanatum and D. tristachyum as mere varieties ( !) of one 
species (including also D. / x/ issleri in the rank of subspecies); the pro
blems mentioned above did not interest him much and he did not even try 
to solve them. The classification of those three taxa as separate species makes 
it necessary to distinguish the influence of the respective parents in hybrido
geneous products. 

For the correct use of the epithet "issleri" the original materials have to be 
taken into account, and these, in my opinion, belong to the parental combi
nation D. alpinum-D. complanatum (see also ISSLER (1909), DOMIN (1938), 
LAWALREE (1957), HoLUB (1960b) and DAMBOLDT (1962)). Plants correspond
ing to this parental combination were recently described as Diphasium hastu
latum by SIPLIVINSKIJ (1973) who seems to have accepted WILCE's hypothesis 
of the origin of D. / x / issleri. His new species is taxonomically identical 
with D. / x / issleri . 

My supposition that D. I x/ issleri does belong to the above combination 
is corroborated by another fact. Revising herbarium mater~al of Dipha
siastrum, collected by F. Prochazka in the Bohemian Forest (Sumava Mts.) 
years ago, I found interesting plants closely related to D. / x/ issleri, corn-
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bining characters of D . alpinum and D. tristachyum. The plants were distinctly 
bluegreen (the colour was preserved also in the herbarium material), branch
lets were narrow, only slightly flattened, ventral leaves slightly narrowed 
to the base, somewhat removed from the stem in their lower portion but 
inclining to it by the top, hardly different from lateral leaves, with the top 
reaching the following ventral leaf. The main stem is missing but seems to 
have been subterraneous as in D. tristackyum. In my personal notes from 
that time this material was tentatively named "Diphasium pseudo-issleri". 

Having been unable to study these plants in the field, I have abstained 
from any taxonomic treatment. PROCHAZKA (1965, 1966) later mentioned 
these plants. Further study is required. Literature data on D. / x / issleri may 
partly belong to this taxon, as for instance those from the Massif Central 
in France (CHASSAGNE 1956), where D. complanatum is not known to occur. 

The knowledge of the distribution of D./ x / issleri continues to increase; it has been shown to 
occur in northeastern part of North America and in Central Siberia, and new localities have been 
reported from within its known distribution area (e.g. KuBA.T, 1974, Czech Lands). According to 
DAMBOLDT (1962) D./ x / issleri extends up to 2300 m a.s.l. The disjunct character of the distri 
bution area may be due to imperfect investigation (combined with taxonomic difficulties); the 
possibility of polytopic origin should also be taken into account. 

As regards nomenclature of D. / x / issleri, an earlier specific epithet may exist. GANDOGER 
(1880) described five species of the D. alpinum complex, and some of them might be identical 
with D ./ x / isslef"i. An identification on the basis of imperfect descriptions is impossible, however. 
To understand GANDOGER's species it is necessary to study the original material. 

A list of synonyms of the species discussed follows, including names in all 
taxonomic ranks. 

Nomen: Diphasiastrum f x f issleri (RouY ) HOLUB, Preslia, Praha, 47: 108, 1975. 
Syn.: Lycopodium alpinum L. race issleri RouY Fl. :France 14: 489, 1914. - Lycopodium 

issleri (RouY) DoMIN, Veda PHr., Praha, 18 : 204, 1937. - Lycopodium complanatitm L. subsp. 
issleri (RoUY) DoMIN, Rozpravy Ces. Akad. Ved Umeni, Cl. Mat. Natur., Praha, 47/1937, 19 : 25, 
1938 (sep. 1937 ?). - Lycopodium alpinum L. subsp. issleri (RouY ) CHASSAGNE Fl. Auvergne 1 : 3, 
1956. - Diphasium issleri (RouY ) HoLUB, Preslia, Praha, 32: 423, 1960. - Lycopodium com
planatum L. subsp. genuinum CELAK. f. jallax CELAK. Prodr. FI. Bohmen 1 : 14, 1867. - Lyco
podium complanatum L. subsp. genuinum CELAK. var. fallax (CELAK.) CELAK., Vestnik Kral. Ces. 
Spolec. Nauk, Praha, 83 : 57, 1884 (an 1885 ?). - Lycopodium complanatum L. var. pseudo
·alpinum FARWELL, Michigan Acad. Sci. 18 : 94, 1916 [n. v.]. - Lycopodium alpinum L. subsp. 
kohlikianum DOMIN, Rozpravy Ces. Akad. Ved Umeni, CL Mat. Natur., Praha, 47/1937, 19 : 13, 
1938. - Diphasium issleri subsp. kablikianum (DOMIN) T. WRABER, Bull. Scient., Ljubljana, 
7/1 - 2: 4, 1962. - Diphasium hastulatum SIPLIVINSKIJ, Novosti Sist. Vyssich Rast., Leningract, 
10/1973 : 348, 1973. 

Diphasiastrum tristackyum (PuRsH) HOLUB 

Though morphologically clear cut, this species has often been united with 
D. complanatum. In the Czech literature it has been treated as a variety 
(DOMIN 1938) or subspecies (DOSTAL 1948). The majority of modern authors 
recognize it as a separate species (RoTHMALER, 1944; HOLUB 1960b; WrLCE 
1965; RAUSCHERT 1967; KUBAT 1974; etc.); the same treatment had been 
adopted by LLOYD (1899), however. Because of transitional situations, 
KuKKONEN (1967) and PACYNA (1972) recently preferred an intraspecific 
treatment. KuKKONEN (1967) did not examine D. / x/ zeileri in detail, to 
which many of his transitional forms may belong. On the basis of his own 
experience, the present author ' considers the specific rank fully justified. 

M. VICTORIN (1932) described Lycopodium tristachyum PuRsH var. boreale M. VICT. from 
northern Canada. This taxon shows certain relationships to the northern race of D . / x / zeileri 
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(see the text on D. complanatum), but has, in contradistinction to K u KKONEN's description of this 
race, a subterraneous rhizome, thus approaching D. t7·istachyum. WILCE does not mention t his 
interesting taxon in her monograph (she included, however, one specimen of VICTORIN's original 
material in D. complanatum s.s. ). 

D. tristachyum was described from North America. A. et D. LovE (1961) 
treated European plants as spec,ifically different and used the name Dipha
sium chamaecyparissus (A. BR.) A. et D. LovE for them. This taxon is suppo
sed by the authors to differ from D. tristachyum by several (not mentioned) 
characters which should be as important as those separating D. tristachyum 
from D. co'ff}planatum. The possibility cannot be excluded that the material 
studied by A. et D. LovE was actually D./ x/ zeileri. On the basis of the study 
of European and North American material, the present author cannot but 
subscribe to RoTHMALER's ( 1962) and WrLCE's ( 1965) opinion that American 
and European plants of D. tristachyum are taxonomically identical (cf. HOLUB 
1964). 

The rhizomatic nature of D. tristachyum is one of its most distinctive features. Plants of 
D. tristachyum from an isolated station ("a.rella") in Turkish Lazistan are reported to have 
a terrestrial main stem (see WILCE 1965) and should therefore be carefully studied. 

Diphasiaslrum / x/ zeileri (RouY) HOLUB 
D. / x/ zeileri has long been neglected. Its intermediate position between 

D. complanatum and D. tristachyum has led many taxonomists to merge these 
two species. Within this huge taxon, D. / x/ zeileri has often entirely dis
appeared. Its intermediate or vergent character is reflected in names as for 
instance Lycopodium complanatum var. intermedium LINDM. or L. ckama ?-
cyparissus var. subanceps JUNGE . Ecologically, D. / x/ zeileri is also inter
mediate between the putative parental species. The spores tend to be abor
tive, suggesting probable hybridogeneous origin. The species was described 
on the basis of plants from lower altitudes of the Vosges Mts. At present it is 
known to occur in North America, Fennoscandia and Central Europe. Its 
distribution area often overlaps that of the putative parental species - one 
(usually D. tristachyum) or both. 

In subarctic regions a degree of racial differentiation may be observed, 
producing plants with one or two strobiloids on shortened peduncles, and 
condensed short branchlets of lateral stems (race "montellii", see the text 
on D. complanotum). Plants from Greenland, referred previously to D. trista
chyum, have been critically revised by PoRSILD (1935) and seem to belong to 
this taxon also. 

The following list of synonyms refers to European plants only; it includes 
names in all taxonomic ranks. 

Nomen: Diphasiastrum / X/ zeileri (RouY) HOLUB, Preslia, Praha, 47: 108, 1975. 

Syn.: Lycopodium complanatum (L.) ScHK. race zeileri RouY, FI. France 14: 491, 1914. -
Diphasium zeileri (RouY) DAMBOLDT, Ber. Bayer. Bot. Ges., Miinchen, 36 : 26, 1963. - Lyco
podium complanatum L. [subsp.] sabinaefolium (WILLD .) A. GRAY var. majus SANIO, Verh. Bot. 
Prov. Brandenburg, Abhandl., Berlin, 23 : 19, 1881. - Lycopodium complanatum L. subsp. ancep8 
f. polystachyum H. LINDB. Plant. Finland. Exsicc., Helsingfors, I : 5, 1906. - Lycopodium com · 
planatum L. var. polystachyum (H. LINDB.) HnTONEN Suomen Kasvio, 62, 1933. - J:Jiphasium 
complanatum (L.) RoTHM. var. polystachyum (H. LINDB.) KuKKONEN, Annal. Bot. Fenn., Hel
sinki, 4: 469, 1967. - Lycopodium chamaecypa'fissus A. BR. var. subanceps P. J UNGE, Jahrb. 
Hamburg. Wiss. Anstalt. 27/1909, Beih. 3 : 211, 1910. - Lycopodium complanatum L. subsp. 
eucomplanatum DOMIN, Rozpravy Ces. Akad. Ved Umeni, Cl. Mat. Natur., 47/1937, 19 : 26, 1938 
(seorsim 1937 ?). - Lycopodium complanatum L. var. intermedium LINDQUIST, Bot. Notiser, 
Lund, 1929 : 98. 
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Inel.: Diphasium complanatum (L.) RoTHM. subsp. montellii KuKKONEN, Annal. Bot. Fenn,, 
Helsinki, 17 : 142, 1970. 

Of the synonyms based on North American plants the following appear referable to D. / x / 
zeileri: Lycopodium complanatum L . var. canadense M. VrcT. 1925; var. pseudo-alpinum sensu 
M. VICT. 1925; var. elongatum M. V1cT. 1925; var. gartonis BmvIN 1960; L. tristachyum PuRSH 
var. boreale M. VrcT. 1932. 

SUMMARY 

The paper is a continuation of a previous one containing the description of a new genus 
Diphasiastrum HOLUB 1975. Notes on taxonomy and nomenclature of some species of the genus, 
published here, were originally intended for "Catalogue of Czechoslovak vascula~ plants". They 
summarize the present author's results and suggest problems for further research. A special 
attention is paid to the interspecies D. / x / issleri and D. / x / zeileri. The variation in the shape 
of stegophylls in D. / X / issleri does not allow to refer this taxon to D. complanatum. Lycopodium 
alpinum L. subsp. kablikianum DOMIN is shown to b elong to D. / x / issleri. This species, as cir
cumscribed by various authors, comprises two taxa corresponding morphologically (and most 
probably also evolutionarily) to the combinations D. alpinum - D. complanatum and D. alpinum 
D. tristachyum. The original concept of D . / x / issleri refers, according to the description and 
IssLER's plants from the type locality, to the first combination. The taxon corresponding to the 
latter combination requires further investigation before it is described; for the time being it may 
be informally referred to as D. "pseudo-issleri". The present author accepts W1LcE's typification 
of the name Lycopodium complanatum L . 1753 in the taxonomic sense of L. anceps WALLR. 1840 
as justified. Any othe'\' typification would necessarily exclude the epithet "complanat~m" from 
the use. D. tristachyum is classified as a separate species, very distinct from D. complanatum. Its 
inclusion into that speqies would make the inclusion of a number of other species necessary. 
Taxonomically, North American and European plants of D. tristachyum are fully identical; 
classification of European plants as a separate species (Lycopodium chamaecyparissus) is in
correct. D . ./ x / zeileri is a neglected taxon. Some taxa from subarctic Europe and North America, 
referred previously to D. complanatum or D. tristachyum, are sh own to belong probably to 
D. / x / zeileri. An example is Diphasium complanatum subsp. montellii KUKKONEN 1970 which 
represents a northern race of D. / x / zeileri. Lists of synonyms of D. / x / issleri and D. / x / zeileri 
are provided. In Lycopodium flabelliforme, the epith et "digitatum" is shown to have priority ~ver 
"flabelliforme". Lycopodium digitatum A. BR. was validly published by an indirect reference. 

SOUHRN 

Clanek navazuje na pfodchozi publikaci s popisem noveho rodu Diphasiastrum HOLUB 1975. 
Pfevazne na zaklade materiahi pfipravovanych puvodne pro drive planovane dilo ,,Katalog 
ceskoslovenskych cevnatych rostlin" jsou uvedeny poznamky k taxonomickym a nomenklato
rickym problemum nekterych druhu rodu Diphasiastrum. Podle charakteru drive planovaneho 
,,Katalogu" jsou tyto poznamky bud souhrnem vysledku vlastniho vyzkumu nebo poukazem na 
problemy, ktere je nutno v budoucnosti resit. Nejvetsi pozomost je venovana mezidruhum 
D. / X / issleri a D . / x / zeileri. Variabilita stegofyhi u D. / x / issleri n edovoluje pfifadit tento 
tax6n do druhu D. complanatum. Lycopodium alpinum L. subsp. kablilcianum DoMIN patfi podle 
sveho charakteru k D. I x I issleri. v pojeti tohoto druhu se u ruznych autoru skryvaji dva. tax6ny, 
odpovidajici z hlediska morfologickeho kombinacim D. alpinum - D. complanatum a D. alpinum -
D . tristachyum. Puvodni pojeti D. / x / issleri se podle popisu i rostlin sbiranych Isslerem na ori
ginalni lokalite vztahuje k prvni kombinaci. Taxon odpovidajici druhe kombinaci musi byt 
popsan; vy:laduje vsak pfodtim jeste dalSi studium . Prozatim pro nej muze byt pouzivano pro
vizorni oznaceni D. ,,pseudo-issleri". Autor poklada D. tristachyum na zaklade vlastniho studia 
za dobry druh, jenz nemufo byt zafazen do spolecneho druhu s D. complanatum; v pHpade 
takoveho zafazeni by do tohoto druhu musely byt pak zafazeny cetne dalSi druhy rodu Dipha
siastrum. Severoamericke a evropske rostliny D. tristachyum jsou taxonomicky zcela identicke; 
vyliseni evropskych rostlin jako samostatneho druhu Lycopodium chamaecyparissu8 je nespravne. 
D. I x I zeileri je prehlifony tax6n; nektere taxony popsane jako infraspecificke taxony druhu 
D. complanatum nebo D. tristachyum, vyskytujici se •v subarkticke Evrope a Severni Americe, 
patfi podle svych znaku k tomuto mezidruhu. J e to hlavne Diphasium complanatum subsp. 
montellii KUKKONEN 1970, jenz pfedstavuje podle nazoru autora tohoto clanku severskou rasu 
D. / x / zeileri. K anglickym textum o D. / x / issleri a D. / x / zeileri jsou pfipojeny pfehledy 
synonym Mchto druhu. U D. digitatum je uvedeno zduvodneni nutnosti zmeny druhoveho 
epiteta z ,,flabelliforme" na ,,digitatum". 
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A. Hsda.s, D. Sche.rtzendrub e r, P. E. Rijtema., M. Fuchs et B. Ya.ron [ed.]: 

Physical Aspects of Soil Water and Salts in Ecosystems 

Springer-Verlag, Berlin - Heidelberg-New York 1973, 460 str., 221 obr., cane. vaz. 94, - DM. 
(Kniha. je v knihovne CSBS.) · 

Recenzovana kniha vychazi jako 4. svazek edice ,,Ecological Studies". Je souborem referatu 
pfednesenych na symposiu v Izraeli v r. 1971 pod nazvem ,,Soil water physics and technology". 

R eferaty jsou rozdeleny do tfi tematickych oelku. V prve Msti jsou obsazeny referaty tykajici 
se t eoretickych problemu, pfedevsim matematickych modelU. pohybu vody v piide, energetickych 
aspektu pudni vody a vzajemnych vztahu mezi pudou a. vodou. Druha Mst shrnuje dve skupiny 
referatu. V prve skupine jsou referaty pojednavajici o evapotra.nspiraci z ruznych hledisek a m e
todickych pfistupu. V druhe skupine jsou vysledky aplikova.neho ryzkumu vodniho rezimu 
zemedelskych plodin. Tfeti cast sborniku je venovana. referatum o kontrole vodniho rezimu ve 
slanych pudach, ktera je klicovym problemem zemMelske praxe pfi zavlafovacich projektech 
v aridnich z6nach. Kazda z techto tfi Msti je uzavfena shrnujici kapitolou nazva.nou poznamky 
a diskuse, spojujici hla.vni smysl a tendence spolecne vsem v te casti uvedenych referatu, vyply
vajici take z diskuse k nim probehle. 

Fyzika piidy se stava v soucasne dobe diilezityrn predmetem, ktery se nutne spojuje se stu
diem biologickych problemii, a.t z hlediska. ciste teoretickeho, ci aplikovane zemedelske praxe . 
.Te proto nutno tento obs8.hly sborrlik doporucit vsem, ktefi chteji ziskat skutecne moderni 
informaoe o stavu zna.losti, a to jak z hlediska teoretickeho, tak i aplikovaneho. 

J. Slavikov8. 
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